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ABSTRACT 
Two methods of generating classes of generalized matrix norms are presented. 
Particular norms obtained in this manner are investigated in some detail. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A ma&ix norm is a mapping A+p(A) which assigns to each complex 
n X n matrix A a real number p(A) satisfying the following axioms: 
(i) p(A) > 0 for all matrices A; 
(ii) p(A)=0 if and only ifA=O; 
(iii) y(SA) = IS IdA) for d matrices A and all complex numbers {; 
(iv) p(A + B) < p(A) + p(B) for all matrices A and B; 
(v) p(AB) < p(A)p(B) for all matrices A and B. 
If the mapping ~1 satisfies axioms (i)-(iv), but not necessarily (v), then p is 
called a generalized matrix m. Thus, a generalized matrix norm is simply a 
vector norm on the n2-dimensional vector space of all n Xn complex 
matrices. 
The purpose of this paper is to present two methods of generating classes 
of generalized matrix norms. Particular norms obtained in this manner wilI 
be investigated in some detail. 
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2. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
We denote by C” (R”) the vector space of all column n-tuples of complex 
(real) numbers. The vector space R” is partially ordered componentwise. 
Denote R”, = {X ER” : x > O}. Let CYx” (R”,” “) denote the algebra of all 
n X n complex (real nonnegative) matrices. We shall assume n > 2. The n X n 
identity matrix will be denoted by Z,. If xEC” (AECnX”), then 1x1 (]A]) 
denotes the vector (matrix) whose entries are the absolute values of the 
entries of x (A). 
If AEC”~“, then we denote by p(A) the spectral radius of A and by 
a(A) the spectral abscissa of A, i.e. 
p(A) =max{ 1x1 :h is an eigenvalue of A}, 
a(A) =max{Reh:A is an eigenvalue of A}. 
For A=(a,i)EC”X”, we denote by ri(A) [q(A)] the sum of the absolute 
values of the entries in the ith row [column] of A, by A r the transpose of A, 
and by A* the conjugate transpose of A; we set ReA = ;(A + A*). 
A norm p on Cnx” is said to be a matrix norm if it satisfies the 
submultiplicative property, i.e. p,(AB) < p(A)p(B) for all A,B EC”‘“. Norms 
on CnX” are called therefore generalized matrix norms [9, p. 61; 11, p, 1981. 
A generalized matrix norm p on Vx” is said to be compatible (or consistent) 
with a norm + on C” if +(Ax) < ~(A)+(X) for all A ECnx” and for all x EC” 
[9, p. 42; 23, p. 7611, spectrally dominant if p(A) < p(A) for all A ECYx”, 
absolute if ,u(]A])=p(A) for all AECYX” [ll, p. 2131, monotone if p(A) & 
p(B) whenever ]A] < (RI [ll, p. 2141, and monotone in the positive orthunt if 
p(A) < v(B) whenever 0 <A =G B [l]. 
If $I is a norm on C” (called sometimes a vector norm), we denote by lub, 
the matrix nom subordinate to $ [23, p. 7611 and by y+ the logarithmic 
derivative (or logarithmic nom) induced by (P [16]. In the case of the HSlder 
norms h,, h,, h, we have for A = (a+) ECYx” 
]]A(( eflub,*A = m , 
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and [16; 2, p. 411 
YI@) = @eA), 
The basic properties of y, are 
Y,@ + B) <Y+(A) + Y+(B) b’A,B ECnxn; 
Y,(U) = SY,@) V{>O, VAECnX”; 
y+(A+SZ,,)=y,(A)+ReS V{ EC, VA EC”~“; 
lu,(A)I -h+A VA ECnx"; 
44 <Y+(A) VA ECnx”. 
The Frobenius matrix norm [23, p. 7681 N: C”X”+R+ is defined by 
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N(A) = [A=(uij)~CnX"]. 
A mappingp:C”+Rk, (kE{l,...,n}) satisfying 
PW = Kl P(X) VXEC”, V{ EC, 
I++ Y> < PM +P( Y) vx, y EC”, 
P(x)+0 if XEC”, xzo, 
is called a vectorial twnn of order k on C” [4,19,20]. If + is a norm on C” and 
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{W,,..., W,} is a direct-sum decomposition of C” with associated projec- 
tions E 1,. . . , Ek, then the mapping p : C”+Rk+ defined by 
is a vectorial norm on C” [4]. A vectorial norm obtained in this manner is 
said to be reguiixr (for equivalent definitions see [4,20]). 
If p is a regular vectorial norm on C”, then the mapping lub, : C”x”+ 
R”,” k defined by 
lub,A=(m,j(A))i,j-l,...,k (A EC”=‘), 
where 
cP(EjAx) 
mij(A)= sup ~ 
r E w, &+) 
X#O 
is a matricial norm [3], called the matricial norm subordinate to the vectorial 
vrm p [5,15,19,20]. It is known [3,15,20] that 
P(A) < p(lub,A) (A EC"~"). 
3. A CLASS OF GENERALIZED MATRIX NORMS 
Let p:C”-+Rk, be a regular vectorial norm of order k on C”, and let 
+: Ck+R+ be an absolute norm on Ck. It is easy to see that the mapping 
lub+olubp:C”X”+R+ (0 denotes composition of mappings) is a matrix 
norm on Cnx” and that lub 
lub+(lubp A) for all A EC 
n x+‘,“P 6; lub, 0 lubP. We also have p(A) < p(lub, A) < 
. 
For example, if p : C”+R”, is defined by p(x) = 1x1 (x EC”) and (p = h, : C” 
+R+, then for all A EC”~” we have 
lub,.,A = IIAII, lub&b,A) = lll4ll. (2.1) 
since + 0 p = h, 0 p = h,. Thus, in this special case we obtain the well-known 
inequalities IJAIl < lll4ll and ~(4 <P(IAO < IIIAIII~ 
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We shall show that the composition y+ 0 lub, : CYX”+R+ also defines a 
generalized matrix norm on CYx n and we have y+ 0 lubP < lub, 0 lubr. In 
general, this norm is not comparable with lub, o p (consequently, it can yield 
a smaller value than the operator norm lub+ “r) and, although it is not 
necessarily a matrix norm, we do have p(A) < y+(lub, A) for all A EC” Xn. 
First we prove a lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let C#B be a mrm on C”. ZfAECnX”, A>0 and y,(A)=O, 
then A-O. 
Proof. Since A > 0, we have 0 < p(A) = a(A) <y,(A) = 0 and so p(A) = 
cw(A)=O. Thus A is nilpotent, and now from o(A)= y+(A)=0 it follows that 
the minimal polynomial of A is m..(t) = t [ 17,221. Thus A = 0. n 
PROPOSITION 1. Let p : C”-+RZ be a regular vectorial nom of order k, 
and let r$:Ck+R+ be an absolute vector twrm on Ck. Define 
#(A) = Y*bb,A) (A ECnx”). 
Thf?n 
(i) 4 is a generalized matrix nmm on Cnxn; 
(ii) ~(~,) = 1; 
(iii) p(A) < p(Iub,A) <#(A) VA ECX”; 
(iv) $(A) < lub+(lub,A) VA EC”~“. 
Proof. (i): Since lubr A > 0, we have II/(A) = y&b, A) > @ibrA) > 0. 
Assuming #(A) = y+(lub, A) = 0, by Lemma 1 we have lub, A =O and thus 
A-O. The equality \c/([A)=]{]#(A) for all AECYX” and all SEC follows 
easily from the basic properties of lubr and y+. In order to prove the triangle 
inequality we have to make use of the fact that + is an absolute norm on Ck. 
It is known [l] that in this case lube is monotone in the positive orthant. 
This, in turn, implies that we also have y+,(P) < y+(Q) whenever Z’, Q E CkX k, 
O<P<Q. Now for any A,BEC”~” we have $(A + B) = y+(Iub,(A + B)) < 
y,(lub,A + lubr B) < y,(lub,A) + y+(lub, B) = $(A) + rl/(B). 
(ii): ‘!‘(I,,) = y,O+Jn) = &.(Ik) = 1. 
(iii): p(A) < p(lub,A) = cY(lub,A) < y+(lub,A) = $(A). 
(iv): We have $(A)<lub+(lub,A), since ]y,(P)] <lub+P for all PECkxk. 
n 
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REMARK 1. If += h, or up= h,, then $(A) = y,(lub,A)=lubg(lub,A). 
Indeed, in this case y,(B) = lub, B whenever B > 0. 
EXAMPLE. Let p:C3+Rt be defined by p(51,52,53)=(1~11,1~~;21 + It31) 
[(t1,52,E3) EC31. Then 151 for A = (aif)i,i=1,2,3 we have 
lub, A = I4 
ma{ hL la131 > 
14+1~311 ~~~I~zzl+l~3~l~I~~l+l~~l~ 
Taking Cp = h, : C2+R+, we have 
$(A) = a(RelubpA) =p(Relub,A). 
For example, if 
then 
and $(A) = p(Relub,A)=6.70. 
Another example will be considered in some detail in the fourth section 
of the present paper. 
4. A SECOND CLASS OF GENERALIZED MATRIX NORMS 
Before introducing a second class of generalized matrix norms on cXn, 
we prove a basically known lemma. 
LEMMA 2. For evey AECnX” we huve 
P(A) < ~44) < &44). 
Proof. The first inequality is well known (see, for example, [14, p. 3301). 
An alternate proof has been sketched at the beginning of Sec. 2 of this paper. 
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Taking into account that ]A] is nonnegative, we have o(]A])=cu(]A]) <yh,(]A]) 
= cu(Re]A]) =p(RelAl). n 
REMARK 2. The second inequality of Lemma 2 was proposed as a 
problem in [ 121. An alternate proof can be given by making use of the fact 
that for a nonnegative matrix B, both B and ReB have the same numerical 
radius [8]. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let ~4 :C” xn +R be a generalized m&ix twrm on C x n, 
mm&me in the positive o&ant. Define 
ji:C”X”+R+, 
C(A) = Ptw A0 (A EC"~"). 
(i) fi is a generalized matrix rwnn on C” xn; 
(ii) fi(]A])= p(A) VA ECYx”(i.e., z.? is absolute); 
(iii) fi(A*)= b(A) VA EC”%“; 
(iv) ci(Z,) = Z4Z,); 
(v) if p is spectrally do7nin4znt, hen fi is spectrally dominant; 
W if ,414’) = 141 Al)* then iW < 1-44); 
(4 if ~(14’) = 1-44) = CL(A), them F(A) < 1-44. 
Proof, (i): Clearly, P(A) > 0 for all A .C”x”. If fi(A)=O, then Re]AI =0 
and so A-O. The equality fi({A)=([]fi(A) for all AEC”X” and all SEC 
follows in a straightforward manner. In order to prove the triangle inequality 
we have to make use of the fact that p is monotone in the positive or&ant. 
For any A,B EC”X” we have fi(A+B)=~(Re(A+B()<~(Re(A(+Re(B()< 
MWW + 04BI) = i(A) + M). 
(ii) and (iii) follow at once from the definition of fi. 
(iv): fi(Z,,) = p(ReZ,,) = ~(1,). 
(v): Making use of Lemma 2, we have p(A) < p(Re]A]) < p(Re(A]) = $(A). 
(vi): i(A) = dW4) = $1-414 + IA’) < i~(lAl) + i~(lAl~) = 1-44). 
(vii): This follows at once from statement (vi). n 
5. SOME PARTICULAR GENERALIZED MATRIX NORMS 
In this section, making use of the methods presented in the previous two 
sections, we introduce several generalized matrix norm and we investigate 
their properties. 
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PROPOSITION 3. Consider the mapping 
Then 
IAl = Wl4II (A EC”~“). 
(i) IAl =p(Re(Al) VA ~(2”~” (i.e., IAl is the Perron-Frobenius root of 
RelA( ); 
(ii) I I is a generalized matrix norm; 
(iii) IZJ = 1: 
(iv) p(A) < p(lAl) < IAl VA EC”~“; 
(4 IAl < lIlAIll VA EC”Xn; 
(vi) l/All = IAl VA EC”~” (i.e., I I is an absolute norm); 
(vii) IA*1 = IAl VA EVXn; 
(viii) 
(in other words, fllAl\ < IAl < 6 I(A(( fm aZZAECnX”, the constants i and 
fi being the best possible); 
(ix) I I is not compatible with any rwrm on C”; 
(4 I I is not a matrix norm. 
Proof. (i): Since RelAl is Hermitian, we have [IRelAlll =p(RelAl). 
(ii): Taking in Proposition 1 p(x)=IxI (xEC”) and +=h,:C”+R+, we 
have lub,A=IAl and y,(lub,A)=y,g(A)=~(RelAI)=p(RelAJ)= IIRelAIII. 
Alternatively, this norm can be obtained from Proposition 2 by taking Z.L =
II II* 
(iii)-(v) follow from Proposition 1 (ii)-( 
(vi)-(vii) follow at once from the definition of I 1. 
(viii): Making use of the inequalities IIBI( <N(B) =G fi IlBII (B ,Cnx”) 
(see, for example, [6, p. 110; 2.3, p. 7663) we have, for alI A EC”~“, 
IAl = IIRe(A(II <iV(ReA)= iN(IAI + IAIr) 
< ;N(IAI)++N(IA(r)=N(A)< fi IIAII. 
Taking 
S=(sil)EC”Xn, (4.1) 
where stt =cos(2rii/n)+ fl sin(2mij/n), we obtain, after a simple calcu- 
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lation, S*S=nZ, and so ]]S ]I = fi . On the other hand, Re]S( = ISI =($), 
where tlr =l for all i,j=l,...,n. Thus ISJ=](Re(S]]]=n and so 
ISl/]]S]]=fi. Consequently, ma”A_+,(lAI/]]A]])=~. From ]A(+]A(r= 
2Re]A] we obtain O<]A]<2Re]A]. S ince h, is absolute, the subordinate 
matrix norm ]I I I is monotone in the positive orthant [ 11, and thus ]]A I I < 
]]]A]]] <2JJRe]A]]] =2lAI. Equality is attained for the matrix 
F= (4.2) 
where O,_, is the (n - 2) X (n - 2) zero matrix. Consequently, 
mk.+(lAI/IIAll)= f. 
(ix): For the matrix F introduced above, we have I FI = I F’I = i and 
FTFe, = e,, where e, = (l,O, 0,. . . ,O) EC”. If I I were compatible with some 
vector norm + on C”, then we would have O#cp(eJ =$(F=Fe,) < I FTI+(Fe,) 
< i I F[r$(eJ = $(e,), which is a contradiction. 
(x): If I I were a matrix norm, then it would be compatible with some 
vector norm [Q, p. 42; 23, p. 7611, contradicting statement (ix). Alternatively, 
taking 
one has IAl = t, IBI =2, and lABI = i(l+ fi). n 
REMARK 3. Statement (v) of Proposition 3 can be derived also from the 
fact that for any matrix A the eigenvalues X, > A, > - - . > A,, of ReA and the 
eigenvalues (or > (us > * . . >LY, of (A*A)‘/’ satisfy the inequalities 3 <LYE 
(j=l,...,n) [7]. 
REMARK 4. The proof of statement (ix) of Proposition 3 is based on 
Theorem 4 of [lo], which gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a 
generalized matrix norm to be compatible with some vector norm (i.e. 
globally compatible, in the terminology of [lo]). 
PROPOSITION 4. Consider the mapping 
1 J1:CnX”+R+ 
IAll= IIWAIII, (A ,C?“). 
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Then 
(i) IAl,=~maxi{r,(A)+ci(A)}; 
(ii) 1 II is a generalized matrix norm; 
(iii) IZJi= 1; 
(iv) p(A) < p(]A]) d p(Re]A]) G IAl VA ECnx”; 
(v) llAlll=lAll VA EC”~” (i.e., I II is an absolute norm); 
(vi) IA*lr= IAll VA EVX”; 
(vii) 
(in other words, i]]A]]1 < IAll < [(n+ 1)/2]])A]], for all AECYx”, the con- 
stunts i and (n + 1)/2 being the best possible); 
(viii) I II is not compatible with any norm on C”; 
(4 I II is not a matrix norm. 
Proof. (i): It can be easily seen that the sum of the absolute values of 
the elements of the ith column of ReJAJ is i[ri(A) + c<(A)]. 
(ii)-(iii) follow from Proposition 2 (i),(iv) by taking ZLL= ]I ]]r. 
(iv): From Proposition 3 (iv) we have for ah A ,Cnx” that p(A) < o(]A]) 
< IAl =~@#I) < lIRelAlll~= IAll. 
(v)-(vi) follow at once from the definition of I II. 
(vii): Making use of the inequalities JJB]), <nJJBJJ, (B ~(2”~“) (see, for 
ex”;“p’e, ET p. !lOl), we have, for all A EC”~“, [Ali = ]]Re]A]]], 
f;r~~llBJt~ II1 < ~IIAh+ fllAllm < Nn+1)/2lIIAlI~. Equality is mined 
r1 1 *** 1‘ 
T= 0 0 **. 0 Ec”x”, 
. . . . . . . . . . 
-0 0 ... 0, 
since ](T(],=l and ITI,=(n+1)/2. Thus max,~(lA(1/IIAI11)=(n+1)/2. 
From ]A] < 2ReJAJ we obtain ]]A]]r= IIIAII11<211RelAllll=21AJ1. Equality is 
attained for the matrix F defined in (4.2), since I] F I I 1 = 1 and I Fl 1 = i. Thus 
minA+dlAI~/llAlll) = i. 
(viii)-(ix): The proof is th e same as that of statements (ix),(x) of Proposi- 
tion 3, using the same matrix F and noting that I FI 1 = 1 F ‘I I = f . n 
REMARK 5. The result p(A) < IAl 1 of statement (iv) was proved much 
earlier by Parker [18] ( see also [13, p. 1441). However, as far as we know, the 
mapping A-+(A(i was not identified as a norm. 
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PROPOSITION 5. Cor~iakr the mapping 
M:CnX”-+R+, 
M(A) = N(RelA() (A ECnx”). 
Then 
(0 M(A)=~[Z;i-~(l~~~l+I~~l)ell’z (A=(+)EC”x”); 
(ii) M is a generalized matrix mrrn; 
(iii) M(Z,) = fi ; 
(iv) p(A) < p(]A]) 6 p(Re]A]) <M(A) VA EC”~“; 
(v) M(A) <N(A) VA ECnX”; 
(vi) M(IAI)= M(A) VA ECnx” (i.e., M is an absolute norm); 
(vii) M(A*)= M(A) VA EC”~“; 
(viii) M(A) 1 z-%N(A)= ’ 
mir M(A) - ’ 
A+0 N(A) V-2 
(in other won-k, l/fi N(A) < M(A) <N(A) for all A EVx”, the constunts 
l/A and 1 being the best possible); 
(ix) M is not compatible with any norm on C”; 
(x) Misnotamatrixrwm. 
Proof. Statement (i) folIows from a simple calculation, while (ii) and (iii) 
follow from Proposition 2 (i), (iv) by taking p= N. 
(iv): It is known that N is a matrix norm and consequently p(Re]A]) < 
N(Re]A]) = M(A). 
Statement (v) follows from Proposition 2 (vii), while statements (vi) and 
(vii) follow at once from the definition of M. 
(viii): The first equality can be obtained from (v) by taking into account 
that M(Z,,)=N(Z,)=fi. IfAECYX”, thenfromtheinequality ]A]<2Re]A] 
one obtains N(A)= N(]A]) <2N(Re]A])=2M(A), and equality is attained by 
the matrix F of (4.2). Thus min,_,JM(A)/N(A)] = l/ti . 
(ix)-(x): The proofs are completely analogous to those of statements 
‘_“)$) 7: Proposition 3, using the same matrix F. In this case M(F) = M(FT) 
H 
6. BEST POSSIBLE RATIOS 
Given two generalized matrix norms $i and a/.~~ on CnXn, their best 
possibb ratio is defined to be [21] 
(A HYx"). 
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In this section we give pIL1,+2 when $i and +a are chosen from the following 
norms: A-+IIAII, IA], IAli,M(A), jllAl[l. Note that the best possible ratios of 
I I and 1) 1) in either order have been given in Proposition 3, those of I I 1 
and 1) [Ii in Proposition 4, and those of M and N in Proposition 5. 
First we prove two propositions which involve only the standard norms 
II Iloo, II II, and N, and which may be of interest on their own. 
PROPOSITION 6. We have 
IlAllm + 
A=>+:>, IIAII ,,’ 
where 
if n=2,3,4,5, 
Vii? if n>5. 
Proof Since the maximum is taken only over nonnegative symmetric 
matrices, it is sufficient to determine 
Obviously, we can consider the minimum only over those matrices A whose 
first row sum rl(A) = 1. Taking into account that the spectral radius of a 
nonnegative matrix does not increase when any of its entries decreases, we 
can consider only matrices of the form 
‘a, a2 . . . a, 
a2 
A= . 0 
an 
which satisfy 
a,+-- . +u,=1, uj>O (j=l,...,n). 
An elementary calculation yields 
(54 
(5.2) 
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For symmetry reasons, we must have for the minimizing A 
a,= *. 
l-a, 
. =s=- n-l ’ 
where we have taken into account (5.2). Now 
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(5.3) 
g(ul)~f2p(A)=a,+ (O<a, < 1). 
Discarding for the moment the restriction a, > 0, one finds that the minimum 
of g occurs for a, = (5-n)/(n+3) and gti,,=8/(n+3). Thus 
min{p(A):A=Ar>O, llAll,_,,=l}=& if n<5. (5.4) 
If n > 5, then the function a,-+g(a,) is increasing in the interval 0 <a, < 1, 
and so gm, = g(0) = 2/ 6=i . Thus 
min{p(A):A=Ar>O, [[A’_“,=& if n>5. (5.5) 
n 
From (5.4) and (5.5) it follows that 
IIAII, _ 
*~~>o IIAII 
Mllcc _k 
A:~>o P(A) “- 
A#0 A#0 
The maximum is attained for n > 5 by 
0 1 *** 
1 
D= . 0 
j 
and for n = 2,3,4 by the matrices 
1’ 
, (5.6) 
1 
DC2 I 
2 2 2 
0 0 
4 
2 0 0 
0 1 0’ (5.7) 2 0 0 0 
respectively. These are obtained at once by taking into account (5.3) and the 
values of a, which yield a minimum for g(aJ. n 
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PROPOSITION 7. We hove 
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IlAllco _
A =;$T> o N(A) 
Proof. We consider the equivalent problem of finding 
As before, we can consider only matrices of the form (5.1) satisfying (5.2). 
We have then N2(A) = a,” +Z(a,” + - * * + a,), and a simple calculation yields 
min 
A==A=>O 
N(A)= 
A#0 
the minimum being attained by the matrix A = l/(n + l)B, where 
2 1 **- 1 
1 
B= . 0 
.i 
Consequently 
(5.8) 
A =;+?I> o 
IlAllm _ 
N(A ) 
the maximum being attained, for example, by the matrix B of (5.8). H 
We turn now to the computation of the best possible ratios of several 
generalized matrix norms. The results are given in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 8. Zf p+,,+, denotes the best possible ratio of the germ- 
a&d m&ix nm ~4 ad q2, then for ~&Ic1~= II IO 1 I,1 (df, Ill Ill, the 
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quantity p,+,,+% is given by 
11 I] I I I I1 M Ill Ill 
vs 1 
1 
0l0I vi-2 2 2 1 
where 
if n=2,3,4,5, 
G?i if n>5. 
Proof. We will show that for all A ECnx” we have &(A) < p+l +z&(A), 
and we will exhibit a particular matrix for which equality is attained. These 
matrices will be chosen from the following ones: S, F, D, D,, D3, D4, B defined 
in (4.1), (4.2), (S-6), (5.7), (5.8), Z,, and 
We shall make use repeatedly of the following well-known best possible 
ratios for the norms )I I), 1) )Jm, )) ))r, and N[6, p. 110; 211: 
II II II Ilm Ill11 N 
II II 1 VG G 
IIIICQ G-i 1 n 
II III G v% 
N VG 1 
(1) From Proposition S(viii): IAl < fi I(A(J with equality for A = S. 
(2) From Proposition S(viii): ](A )I < 2(A( with equality for A = F. 
(3) From Proposition 3(v): IAl < (]]A]]] with equality for A =I,, 
(4) It is well known that J(AJJ < (JIA(J( ([l]; see also Section 2 of the 
present paper); equality is attained for A = Z,. 
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(5) IAl = I(Re(AI(( =p(Re(Al) < I(Re(A((l,= [All with equality for A= Z,, 
(6) IAI= ((RelA((I =o(Re(Al) <N(Re(A()=M(A) with equality for A= E. 
(7) From IA( <ZRe(A( we have I(IA(I( < 2(lRe(A((( -2lAI with equality 
for A = F. 
(8) From Proposition 5(v): M(A) <N(A) < V% [(A(1 with equality for 
A=Z,. 
(9) J(IA((I <N((AI)=N(A)< fi ((A(\ with equality for A= S. 
(10) From Proposition 5(viii): I(Al( <N(A) < fi M(A) with equality for 
A = F. 
(11) M(A) = N(RelAJ) Q G 1IReJAJIJ = fi IAl with equality for A = Z,. 
(12) From 2 RelAJ = (Al + IAIr we have IAIr = llRel4lh < ~llAlll 
i-iIIA((,<& JJAIJ withequahtyforA=S. 
(13) Making use of (11) and (5), we have M(A) < G IAl < fi IAIr 
with equality for A = I,,. 
(14) Making use of (2) and (5), we have (IAl( <2lAl<2)A(, with equal- 
ity for A = F. 
(15) Making use of (lo), we have lllAll\ f a M(lA()= fl M(A) with 
equality for A = F. 
(16) Making use of (8) and (4), we have M(A) < fi JIAJJ < G )JJAJIJ 
with equality for A = Z,. 
(17) Making use of (2), we have ljlA)jl< 2ljAllr =2)Al, with equality for 
A = F. 
(18) By Proposition 6, IA)r/IAl= JjRejAJIjJJJReJAJII <k, with equality 
forA=Difn>5andA=D,ifn=2,3,4. 
(19) Making use of (18) and (3), we have IAIr <kn)Al <k,lljAlll with 
equality as in (18). 
(20) By Proposition 7, IAIJM(A)= ((RelA(I(,/N(Re(A() < m 
with equality for A = B. n 
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